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Dvorak, Ravel Works
To Highlight Concert
D u o -P ia n ists to
G i v e P ro g ra m
M a r c h 23

terns of the day, and have
won a host of admirers in
the younger listening public
by combining the two com
patible forms of music art.
After the concert, a reception will be held in the Terrace
room of the union. The reception is open to the public,
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Seniors in Convo Program
IMPORTANT! !
Lawrentian Deadline
Next week’s final deadline
for all copy is Tuesday
morning at 9 o’clock. The
deadline is a day early be
cause the Post Publishing
Company, printers of the
' ‘Lawrentian” is publishing
a special edition and will be
unable to handle our copy on
Wednesday according to the
usual procedure. The Tues
day deadline stands for next
week only. It will be impos
sible to accept any copy on
Wednesday. No exceptions
will be made.

When Whittemore and Lowe,
duo-pianists, appear here in
the Memorial chapel on March
28 at 8:30 in the fourth Artist
Sei*ies offering, music lovers
will hear a unique and stimu
....^
’■
£ $;</ , v ' \ , j
lating program. The two young
*'■ ** "J W ,
Americans, whose popularity
is attested by sold-out nation
— L
wide tours and best-selling rec-j
ords, unite their brilliant pianIsm with a discrimin a t i n g
choice of the best in music of
all periods.
For the first part of their,
program, the pianists will,
play three Slavonic dances by
Antonin Dvorak; Schubert's
“ Rondeau, Opus, 138” ; and
“ Variation on a Theme of
Havdn” by Brahms.
After the intermission, m u
sic of today will be featured.
Whittemore and Lowe will
announce from the stage the
selections to be performed in
this group which will include
many of the “ specialties”
which they have recorded.
Ravel's “ La Valsc” w i l l
conclude the program.
Both Arthur Whittemore and
Jack Lowe are composers, so
they have the respect and sym
pathy for a work as it is writ
ten and, in their clever tran
scriptions, strive for the pres
ervation of the composer’s in
tention and original s t y 1 e.
When they have selected a
D uo-Pianists,
work, whether it is by Bach or
A rth u r W h itte m o re a n d J a c k L o w e
Schubert, by Strauss or Cole
Porter, they play it over and
over “ straight” and gradually
try different combinations or
doublings of the same notes to
ascertain the best sonority or
rhythmic emphasis.
Their contribution to the or
iginal work is more in the form BY KEITH HOLFERTY
A review of a college thea the production I have divorc
of color, stress or added sonor
ity rather than in the addition ter production should con ed mysell from the fact that
the actors are friends and
of embellishments or counter tain elements of what we call
melodies, which, they b o t h “ constructive criticism,” rath classmates.
feel, destory the characteristic er than pages of medals
The play itself has provoked
tvusical impulse of the work awarded to students who de many intellectual discussions
serve no more of the bou
in question.
as to its merits and liabilities,
Although, struck by the bril quet than a dead leaf.
What are we in college for and I think it should be conliance of sonority and color, by
sidered first. I have heard
if
we cannot present and ac
the rhythmic and percussive
many
people say that it is not
accents of a Whittemore and cept criticism with an open a good play, and to those indimind?
I
believe
that
all
of
Lowe arrangement, some crit
viduals I suggest they consider
ics excitedly compare the re us who have acted or had the following points. The play
anything
to
do
with
any
thea
sulting sound to a “ full or
has been recognized as firstchestra” , this is not their aim. ter production would rather rate O ’Casey and if one judges
Imitation of orchestral balance read a critical analysis of a the play as poor then it follows
is not really possible in this performance, than a string that it must be due to its direcmedium, nor do they attempt of adjectives that neither tion, production or acting. But
it. Perhaps, a suggestion of judge the play nor evaluate it is difficult for our contemthe full orchestral sound, rath the acting.
porary audience to enjoy and
I am fully aware that a col appreciate what O ’Casey’s auer than a purely pianistic one.
will emerge from their two lege production is very much dience enjoyed and “Juno and
keyboards, but this is more a an amateur production and the Paycock’’ was perhaps a
matter of volume and color that students take part in the poor choice for the season.
plays as an extra-curricular
than of conscious imitation.
The play is termed a tragactivity. The Lawrence Col
With the same fidelity and
edy by the author, but the
*
integrity which they bring to lege Theater has presented tragedy is questionable.
The
the campus and town with
their study of the classics,
humor is o b v i o u s .
The
Whittemore and Lowe have high calibre theater for twen first two acts of the drama are
made some musical and de ty-five years and has come comic, but the third a c t in t w o
lightful transcriptions of m u close to removal from the scenes, is tragic and the final
amateur status.
sic in a lighter vein, from the
scene should contain no laugh
I am closely connected with
waltzes of Johann Strauss to
lines. The play is merely a sit
the contemporary masters of the theater department and uation drama that does not
the dance idiom. Porter, Rod members of the cast of “ Juno
move anywhere or present a
and the Paycock,” therefore
gers, Kern and others. By
moral.
adding these lilting and pop my review is pointed and
It is the reactions of var
ular tunes to their program
critical of what I have learn ious characters to several sit
of standard classical works, ed to be “ good theater.” I
uations, living in conditions
they bring a feeling of up-to- have tried to be objective in
that are not readily apprecidate aliveness to the almost
the following paragraphs and
regimented program p a t *
in watching three nights of
TURN TO PAGE 4

'Juno' Cast Adequate but
Lacks Depth in Performance

Name Bayer, Cummins, Freeman,
French, Keller, Sackett to Society
Six Lawrence seniors have|------------ ---------- been selected by the Wisconsin aw«*rded the Distinguished Mil*
Gam m a chapter of Phi Beta lla.l*v Student Award.
.
.
. . .
•*
Rosemary Freeman is presiKappa for membership in its dent of her sorority, Kappa Alorganization These members pha Theta and served as head
were chosen in addition to the proctor for Sage hall last year,
six elected earlied in the year.
was v*ce-president of LWA
r-u
j Ia»d a member of radio and TV
The announcement* was made
u.,...!,,!.,,.,
m,u 1 v
(Workshop. Miss Freeman has
at yesterday s convocation at sung in the concert choir and in
which Professor Craig Thomp the “ Messiah” for the last four
son of the department of Eng years. She is a member of three
lish spoke. Elected to the cam- honories for women: Sigma, PI
.
4. ,
., .
Sigma and Mortar Board. She
pus and nations oldest and xvas head proctor of Sage last
most respected honor society year.
were Fred Bayer,
Kenneth Cummins is a member of Del
Cummins, Rosemary Freeman, ta Tau Delta. He was chairman
Dirk French, Arlene Keller, of the LUC Drive for 1954. Me
was head of the New Student
and James Sackett.
A member oLPtii Delta Theta. Week committee. Cummins is
Fred Bayer is a Cadet Captain a meniltH‘r of Mace, senior
the ROTC and has been M'l‘n 8 honorary and was award
ed the Brokaw Bucket his fresh*
man year.
lie was recently
elected permanent president of
the senior class.
Amember of Eta Sigma Phi,
honorary classical fraternity,
Dirk French has sung in the
“ Messiah” and is a member of
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia. serving
as secretary of the national m u
sic fraternity.
Presidnet of Alpha Delta Pi,
IArlene Keller also served the
group as rushing co-chairman.
The fourth annual AF ROTC She is a member of mortar
Military ball will be held in board and was LUC solicitor,
the Lawrence memorial Union Miss Keller sang in the “ Mes*
Saturday, March 20, from nine siah’’.
until one in the evening.
Sackett is a member of Delta
Sponsored by the Lawrence Tau Delta. He served as convochapter of the Arnold Air So- cation co-chairman along with
ciety, the military ball is one Ken Cummins,
of the campus’s top social
events. Gaily decorated with O K A m e n d m e n t , *
Air rorce themes and high'
lighted by the selection of an J o b A o n l i r n t i o n
honorary Cadet Croup C o m *
r r ,,v v ,,,w n
mander and five Honorary D e a d l i n e T o d a V
Squadron Commanders chosen
C lU U U y
from nominations and election With a total of 534 yes votes
by the entire Cadet corps, the to 45 no votes, the election pro
dance has met with repeated cedure amendment has besuccess.
come part of the student exeIn past years it has been the eutive council’s constitut i o n
custom to honor someone con- and the provisions of t h e
nected in some way with the amendment will go into effect
Lawrence unit. In 1952, Mr. immediately.
Chester Seftenberg, a member! Applications are now open
of the Department of the Air lor the positions of vice - presForce, father of a former Law- ident, treasurer and the chairrentian, was the guest of honor, manships of ten committees.
In 1953, General John Stuart The committees are: New StuMills, a Lawrence alum and dent week, social, pep, homepatron of the Arnold Air So coming, student handbook, cofciety chapter here was feted, fee hour, convocations, union,
Last year Dr. Douglas M. polling and rules. Positions as
Knight who had recently been representatives to the athletic
elected to the presidency of the|board for football, basketball
college was honored. This year and track are also open,
the Air Society members have According to the amendment
chosen Lt. Col. James R. Wi- petitions or applications for
ley* Professor of Air Science these positions should include
and un*t commander to be hon- the position being applied for;
ored.
Col. Wiley, finishes his the reasons for applying; and
tour of duty here at the end of the applicants’ qualifications
tin* summer.
for the position,
c^arRe of the dance is According to student body
Arnold Air Safety President president Dave Challoner, the
Bichard Bernnger and chair-iappijcations must be turned
*nan of the dance committee is into him at the Beta house or
^ endlandt. Committee
a SEC representative today
heads are. decorations, Doug s0 that they might be processinvitations,
D i( k
an(j rnafje ready to present
If1’. r. es*lmt'nts, ^ Jo hr* |to the SEC Monday night.
Gundlach; finance, Ken Kueth- The applicants will be voted
er.
on at the meeting following the
Girls will be allowed 1:30 presentation of petitions. That
5?“r» ®n? ^ “ Pln*
be, m e e U n * is Monday. March 28.
Jim m y James hand in the
year the accelerated pro,
„ ,
b down.
cedure
is necessary to com
stairs
plete the elections b e f o r e
spring recess. Next year the
dates for applications for com
REPORTING STAFF
Barbara Anderson, Jackie mittee heads and the offices of
vice-president and treasurer
Anderson, Barbara Bennett,
will
extend from a week before
and Alan Manske have been
appointed to the official Re the presidential election until
porting Staff of the “ Law the week after. Since t h e
rentian, ** according to the amendment was just passed,
an exception was made this
department editors.
year.

Arnold Air
Society Plans
Military Ball
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S p a n ish C lu b to H old

"Seven D e a d ly Sins'

Dr. Pinkham, 34,

I There have been recent campus elections in
upperclass
The “ Spanish Casino” will be A roster of European film
Ripon college board of trus- womens dorms and in LWA.
opened Tuesday, March 22 stars will appear in the next tees has announced the elec- The girls of Sage elected Katie
from 7 o’clock to 8:30 in the Film Classics p re s e n ta tio n , tion of Dr. Frederick Oliver Hougard to serve as head procevening in the Terrace room of Seven Deadly Sins, to be shown Pinkham to succeed Dr. Clark tor and member of the wornbe open only to members of Sunday, March 20, in the ait £ uebier as
eighth presi- en’s judicial board. Sage Cotthe Spanish club.
center at 1:30, 3:30, 6:30 and dent of Ripon college.
tage elected Joan Brussat presThe twelfth program in the
Dr. Pinkham is a graduate ident and Jan Sawall head
Student Recital series will be Bridge, scrabble and other 8:30.
given by Wayne Honold, pian parlor games will be CMductedI Tte film I. dlvldeJ to to M v m of Kalamazoo college, Kala -1proctor. LWA announced that
ist, in the Recital hall of the in Spanish. The purpose of the .... ;
urith
m a z o o M ic h . He received his the new publicity chairman
is
chairman_U
Conservatory at 8:15. March evening social is to give the two in Italian) dealing with one mazoo, Mich.
of
the
seven
traditional
sins—
masters
degree
and
his
doctorCathy
Major,
20. Mr. and Mrs. James Ming,
with whom Honold studies, serious Spanish student an op- sloth, gluttony, anger, avarice, |ate from Stanford university,
To DlSCUSS Futures
will play the second piano on portunity to use the language envy, pride and lust. Among Palo Alto, Calif.
in a social setting. A short the European acting talent arc
|he 3 4 -year-old presidentdiscuss their futures
at
one of the selections.
. Michele Morgan, Francoise Ro-„ elect was assistant to the pres-!
For his program Honold has
ehosen the following selections: business meeting ^ ill prt ccdc say Gerard Philipe, F r a n k ident of George Washington Lawrence, the senior women
id Viviane Romance !university in Washington, D.C. are inviting the
sophomore
The Well-Tempered Clavier.
Some of the top writers and t)r> Pinkham served as execu- WOmen to an evening meeting
Volume 1
Bach be served.
directors of the continent in- tive director of the National Tuesday March 22. It will be
Prelude and Fugue No. 2
eluding Pierre Bost, Yves Al commission on Accreditation
*
Concerts in B flat minor
in C minor
ro
Tschaikowsky legret and Roberto Rossellini prior to his election to the held in t,,e
Sonata No. 8 . Op. 13, in
contributed their efforts to the Ripon college presidency.
the Union,
C minor
Beethoven
Andante non troppo e
production.
molto maestoso
Grave: Allegro di molto a
The film is with French and
Andantino semplice
con brio
Italian dialogue supplemented
Allegro con fuoeo
Adagio cantabile
Mr. Ming at the second piano. with English subtitles.
Allegro
»
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Wayne Honold
To Give Piano
Recital March 20

From O u r Sportswear
Departm ent —
2nd Floor

Ship'n Shore*
fashion-first...
the flip-tab

For your
active outdoor
life.... Penney's

collar!

WaterRepellent
Poplin
Jacket

Tailored in famous Dan River's
zephyr cotton poplin, this goodlooking casual jacket! Processed
for water-repellency.

Brand-new idea by Ship’n Shorei
th© captivating convertible flip-tab collarl
Silky-fine pima broadcloth blouse planted
with pretty pearl buttons. White,

Red, yellow, green, navy, tu rqoise. Sizes 12-20.

•hell pastels, wonderful deeps...wash
with « new-look lustre. Sizes 30 to 38.
See more Shjp’n Shore newcomers i

To Go With JACKET —

broadcloths, Irish linens, pima printsl

Our Colored JEA N S.......

GLOUDEMANS

Ronch-style type Peorl buttons on side of pockets. Side zipper — washable — In
royal blue, powder blue, b lack, red, yellow — Sizes 10-20.

& GA6E Inc.

Are You Going to Florida?
Do You Have An Ample Supply of
....
....
....
....

“T ” • Shirts
Sweat Shirts
Hitch Hicker Decals
Fraternity and Sorority Insignias
Buy Them At

C O N K E Y ’S
Books of A ll Publishers

21 8 E. C o llcg e Ave.

conformity and how it leads us
The Law rentian 3
to the acceptance of medioc
Friday,
M a rch 18, 1955
rity. Mr. Kuriyama's speech,
entitled “ A 11 Asian’s Point of
View,” deals with the halting N a m e Pat D re sb a ck
of communistic aggression in Secretary of SEC
Asia. To accomplish this, eco
Pat Dresback will serve as
nomic aid in the form of food
from the United States would SEC secretary during President
be more beneficial than the Dave t'halloner’s tenure of of
'
Science will c o m p l e t e l y ) --------------rearmament. Asia must be
fice. Challoner announced the
change m an’s daily life in t h e 1^ ah,e to eope with the prob- Competition for the Presi- taught what freedom is before
appointment at Monday evethey
will
want
to#
defend
it
next century. Dr. G e r a l d lems, and assure a vigorous dent’s cup for original oratory
against communism.
ning's student
Wendt told the convocation auafie.
was held recently and two win- The President’s cup was first
g <> ' e rnment
dience last Thursday morning ^ he twenty-first century will ners were chosen. Peggy Wolfe awarded by president Nathan
i
meeting. M i n s
population will be doubled;
one ot “ automation”—com-won *n
women’s division M. Pusey in the year of 1962-53.
Dresback asThe
tradition
was
established
men will work
automatic manufactur- u,akaka/u
rk a 32 hour week Ple*ely
u
‘
.--- ;
sumed her duo r less; « „ H i,.v
—
........... ......... K u n y a m a took f i r s t p la c e in by Dr. Pusey through his per
ties
at
the
m.y * u i be p
o
s
t
•"«* v * T uU ‘ h ™
^
sonal interest in originial ora iW'lL. dp*
meeting.
poned; factories
•nes will be com-Lj averace w -tee*nt t f f n n m f f Mlss VVolfo competed for the tory and his desire to further
A member
pletely automatic
>matic; and „ * & » * ' " £ ' ^
h o u r ^ k » JV '"- with Dotty S ta le r while campus oratorical work. The
of Kappa Del*
President's cup is now finan
waste areas of the world will less.) Greater leisure w i 1 1 Wayne "w endtand* Don F^rd cially supported by the school
| | i#
1 t a sorority,
;
Miss D r e sbe opened to productive life. L.auf e a
in recreation in- man and Ron Schaps. Judges and is awarded annually to
Miss
back
serves
Just as the great idea of the d^ str,es* I)r- ' vendt pointed for t|,e COntest were: William a boy and a girl winner who
Dresback
the group as
nineteenth century was evolu- Phenomenon “ will be the basis Foley, associate professor of compete for the honor.
tion, the great idea of the
a >’aI,d American culture” . speecb; Maurice Brown, in Wiss Wolfe and Kuriyama rushing co-chairman and was
hi' hands will struetor in English; and John went to Madison for state com their SEC’ representative. She
twentieth century is the atomic Crcat,”n with \
change of matter into energy. |*x Pand to creation in the arts. Alfieri, instructor in Spanish.
petition on March 10, accom is a member of Sigma, fresh
But atomic power will change he Predicted.
The contest was held March panied by speech professor men women’s scholastic hon
America much less than other
In Vlew of t,ie prospects for 3 . The winners will present William Foley. While in Madi orary. She is vice president of
countries, for we already have greater leisure in the future, their oration in convocation on son, they competed against the Spanish club and a member
plentiful and cheap fuel sup"e n d t said that education April 2 1 . They will be present- students from River Falls col of the pep committee,
and
plies. It is 111 countries like musf
*M* merely vocational, t*d with the cups by President lege. Ripon, and Eau C’4airc works long hours in her capaci
India that the establishment of *or
must answer the ques- Douglas M. Knight at that State Teachers college. Miss ty of costume mistress for the
an atomic reactor will revolu- t‘ons
what to do with time. time.
Wolfe placed third in state college theatre. She is circula
tionize occupational patterns w*iaf *° do with life, and what
Miss Wolfe’s topic, “ Stag- competition
and
Kuriyama tion manager for the “ Contribu
and dominate its emerging
‘s *ornating Status Quo,” dealt with placed second.
tor.”
democracy. England has recognized its global responsibil
ities in training atomic scient
ists and engineers to send out
to the undeveloped sections of
the world, while America is
making no such preparation,
Dr. Wendt pointed out.
Next to atomic e n e r g y ,
science’s most important con
tribution is in increasing the
world’s population through the
curbing of disease. There are
now 2 i billion people in the
world, but by the year 2 0 0 0 ,
there will be four billion. To
feed that many people, there
will have to be great changes
in the world’s food production,
and the process of photosyn-1
thesis — producing food with
out the aid of plants — must
be utilized.
Dr. Wendt gave as an exam
ple of the reclamation of arid
lands, the Sahara desert, equal
in area to the United States.
There are vast amounts of wa
ter under the desert, but it is
not possible economically \o
bring it to the surface. Har
nessing sun and wind power for
the purpose will bring the des
ert into cultivation, and sup
port life for millions of people
upon it. Scientific research is
also discovering certain agri
cultural plants that can live in
a country where it never rains.
The tomato, for instance, can
subsist entirely on dew; and in
fact, puts moisture into the
ground.
Increasing the length of life
has already been accomplished
by scientists, but the next step
will be postponing the onset of
senility, Dr. Wendt related. Re
cent investigations have show
ed that the very same action of
glands that carry a person
through great fatigue, release
a Jiormone that hastens senil
ity. Scientists ot the future will

Convo Speaker Says
Science Offers World
Optimism, Prosperity

PLEASE
With the coming of spring
the spacious Lawrence lawns
begin their annual struggle
for survival against the ruth
less onslaught of hostile feet.
These feet guided by seem
ingly dormant mentalities,
continue to ruin the lawns by
ignoring the cement side
walks for the wet muddy
beds of tender grass shoots.
It again is apparent that the
owners of these feet be re
minded that if such activity
continues, there will be no
lawns to beautify the cam
pus. A little thought and con
sideration now will save the
lawns and avoid the expense
of reseeding a new lawn.
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Peggy Wolfe,
Kuriyama Take
1st in Oratory

You'll SMILE your approval

u y

of Chesterfield's smoothness-^

CHESTERFIEL
largest telling cigarette
in America %colleges

mildness refreshing taste.

You'll SMILE your approval
of Chesterfield’s quality—
highest quality—low nicotine.

In the whole wide world no cigarette SATISFIES like Chesterfield
C lw ,m

k M »t * i T o t u x o C a .
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Scenes From The Second Lawrence College Theatre offering of the season, O 'Casey's
"Ju n o and the P a yco ck/' ore shown above and right. Above, the C ap tain , played by Tom
Roberts, and Joxer Daly, portrayed by Bruce S ie la ff, watch helplessly while the angry
M aisie M adagen, Georgiana Reinhardt, reclaim s the gramophone. In the other picture,
V ic k i W enzel who played Juno, comforts her daughter M ary, acted by M ary Custis.
herself.” Her final speech in the
scene, of the same high stand
ing as the rest of her perform
ance, concluded the play as far
as dramatic ability was con- identical each time and often Charlie Bentham, was one ol
______________________________ cerned.
incoherent, which made it un- the most unfortunate impersoivCONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
flow contained in the language.
Unpublished Lead
fortunate for a Chapel aud- a tjons jn the play. Herron lookuted bv us because they are without the realization
____ wam vi
of .it . rh5?m ®8.
_!n
role ience. ______^
^ ^
_ ed the part, but his inexperi-ux
relativelv unknown to us. If being forced - probably one of
“Captain” Jack Boyle, gave
An example of hi, lacking
’
fh
t .j
..ii jw.hit*vanipnt<* the mwst varied performances quality was the scene where enced acting maae mm appear
the audience or the actors ^
^
jn three nights that I have ever Johnny had the vision in the ill-at-ease. With a deep, solid
lose sight of the fact that the 1 jwljaa W en*«l walked, talked witnessed< Th« niain fault of bedroom. The scream was voice he gave no more than a
third act is serious, then the
his acting was that Roberts startling, but the following good reading of the role.
with knowledge
" V "fully understood
a \ a
* V,
...... lacked motivation to
happenings, *. g. the loss of and
, thpgestured
. ..*
the
dialogue
as
...... ,er fu,,y
understood the
Georgiana Reinhardt,
,v„H'iPn. Prt srire.s
Her neither
of
the
experienced
actress.
Her
..
1 dialogue lacked motivation to
the money, the illegitimate
^
play nor the character he was become more than m e r e
Mrs.
Maisie
Madigan,
Illumi
child, the removal of the fur position in the first act of the n0rtravlnK
lines. He did gain the sym nated the play with her char
in te n d e d ^ be
niture and the death of the p la y is d o u b tfu l as to h e r tarn-, „ |(, w a ,
pathy of the audience with
acterization of another stock
ton, become melodramatic.
___________
*«« and * ,ec‘I “Ln tX" P Played as a character of com- his excellent physical por character. For an amateur
The characters , in general. '®r her concern for Johnny H er ,Me ,a rc t Huber(s, m osl . trayal of the wounded son.
actress, she sang the diffi
t know what * n> --likely
not to —
his realization,
- —
-------- lacked depth in performance
,--------- a ’, v / i i i c u don
Rubovits imp r e s s e d me cult song in the second act
H a U ' l t h A i i l t m n t * m u fF
_ _
which left us thoroughly unpre- ®
" unoui your m *.
gradually plodded slower and twice during the play. Once at with comic success and main
pared for any later happenings. *• ,ne nrst inoicanon oi e sjower he c o n s t a n t l y re-the close of the second act. tained her “ Maisie” through
The first act continually left me
posmon. ^ ,_________ phrased his lines to m i l k “ good God, haven’t I done
The most notable aspect in laughs. The more he milked enough for Ireland?” and at out. A lack of character sub
cold in this respect.
\
Miss Wenzel’s performance his lines for laughs, the fewer the end of the first scene in tleties made Miss Reinhardt
1 do not like the play, which j
appear to be over-acting
is entirely another thing from was the steadiness she gave he obtained. This was obvious the third act when he was be- when in reality she was un
to
her
character.
She
remain
Saturday night from his open- ing taken to his death,
saying it s not a good play, but
derplaying the role.
ed in constant control of her ing song to the final curtain.
Mary Custis, as M a r y
1 gained a greater understand
Jerry Devine, as presented
ing of its purpose and a greater actions and held a definite The last scene is a summary Boyle, did what she could by Philip Mayer, showed too
line
in
her
portayai
of
the
of the play and of Ireland at with the part. Mary por- much humility and not enough
enjoyment from its perform
ance the more familiar 1 be-; light hearted Juno of the op the time, but Roberts continued trayed the daughter satis- self-assurance. Mayer’s thick
ening to the overburdened in the comic vein he began in. factorily, but lacked a comeame with it.
ness of voice and of Irish dia
The play's merits are found and sorrowed mother In the Opening night and Friday night plete conviction of her feel* lect were uncomfortable
at
last
act.
there was more than one facet ings in expression of her times. He did show sincerity
in some ot its superb dialogue j
The tempo of the play re ( 0
__ ___
Captain’s personality.! family dissatisfaction.
that is as poetic as the
Irish
and affection and his emotiondialect. The actors ln this play. gained, primarily in the hands This interpretation did n o t
She created some convinc- al scenes with Mary were mowhich is basically a good dra- <)f Juno- She set* th*
1,1 come through Saturday night.) ing moment, and delivered tivated adequately.
Arlene Nelson, who did the
m . but one not easily appreol- * * g “ ? « ^
J a m ^ Mis
Koh,r,s *av* h,s h,■
s, p- " some excellent dialogue. She
ated by a contemporary audt- hroughout the drama
Miss formance Thursday
ni«ht, radiated charm and simplic difficult bit of Mrs. Tancred,
ence
an aacqume
adequate Job of
wavered wjt|
a great deal| no( h, cauM
ence. did
d.a
- (m opening
erne,
aia an
an aoeq
nighl wlth thf fa,,. |#u
^
W(„ us<> h<, ua> ity when she sang with her look, promising for f u t u r e
mother. Miss Custis’ recita- roles. The most pleasing as
-- to set a----pr tempo in
putting across the ■
Jure
proper
pointing words and lines with | tion of the poem in the third
F. Theodore Cloak’s directing th<f firjj( ^
^
pect of Miss Nelson’s acting
ith a slower
His characterization act was her most dramatic
was her fine control of the
of "Juno and the 1 ayiot ,
rhythm than usual, she played, effect.
drama of Ireland s jovs aiu ^
to regain the of the Paycock had the right rendition.
role. The role of Mrs. Tan
sorrows, was perhaps mm e en- nee(je<j timing. She turned in touch in the physical aspect.
Bruce Sielaff as
“ Joxer” cred could easily have been
tertaining than tragic.
oa s ^er ^est performance Friday His attitude was usually com Daly was my greatest disap over-acted, but Miss Nelson's
directing is usually a large step
w^ en s|ie maintained a plemented hy his walk, his pointment in the play. Sielaff job was quite sufficient,
limp or hisvgesture,. Roberts generally underplayed the com-l Robert Smith as “ Needle”
above the amateur level, but steady personality.
held closely with the individ ic stock character and dropped Nugent
this production was definitely
displayed
an artful
“ Home to Our Mountain.”
not one of his best. His hand sung in the second act hy ual idiosyncracies of the Cap over half of his humorous lines, mastery of pantomime in his
ling of the cast was done with Juno and her daughter, held tain’s personality,
H is
characterization w a s reactions to Mrs. Madigan s
in the comic scene o\ei dreadfully
conviction but the Cloak touch the most charm and simplic
inconsist e n t
in reprimands. His second apseemed to be lacking.
ity of affection in the play. breakfast with Joxer, Roberts movement and dialect. His big- pearance in the play hit a rathRichard Willis, production For the first time I was never seemed toj?ome through. gest assej was the hat he wore, er flat tone, but the quality
designer, deserves applause for aware of a mother-daughter The scene lacked the comic
The greatest humor be- picked up after he stole bach
bis handsome set. It was solid, relationship between Juno punch that the team of Joxer tween Joxer and the Captain the Captain's suit of clothes,
lt was tacky. It was authen and Mary. This awareness and Captain should have de was their use of the lanConvincing acting sparked
tic. The two-room apartment was carried over into the livered. He failed to sufficient-1 guage, or better yet, their the bit parts. Robert Finne
set was his best in his two next act where Mis, Wen ly point his lines about the abuse of the language. Sie as a Coal-block Vendor and
year* with the Lawrence Col zel’s portrayal of the con clergy, which contain most of laff hit some high moments, Ralph Gooding as a Sewing
lege theatre. From lighting to cerned mother was done with the laughs. The party scene among the best was in the Machine Man were extremely
gramaphone, Willis’ skill added the right touch of finesse.
w.th “ Tay!” was where Rob- first act when he was retell- enjoyable. David Reilly and
much to the play’s perform Her struggle and demonstra- crts finally became the Captain jnK 0f ««# .standing on the Stanley Preston, as the Two
ance.
tion of “ who has kept the home I had visualized.
ship, etc.
Furniture
Removal
Men,
Best Performance
together for tht past few
Supporting Leads
i n the second act he picked lacked any Irish descent, but
was
as —
an able Johnny Boyle, as portrayed up m0re of the character traits were adequate. Joan Hojo,, Vicki
. , Wenzel.
.
..In. the
.
,female- years.”
----- used
--- —
lead of Juno, did by far the stepping stone to the final by Edward Rubovits. showed he should have been using tek and Joan Brussat were
best performance in the pro- scene where Mary and Juno elements of promising acting, throughout. His singing and convincing in their sympa
duction. Her characterization are united in affection for the Though he was adequate. Ru- rocking in the party scene was thetic roles of Two Neigh
of the typical Irish washwoman first time. Her passionate con- bovits could have done more his best moment. Sielaff hit bors. Cornelius Young and
was close to perfection. Miss cern for her family was emo- with the part. I was uncon- highs and lows, where the role John Wilson, as ah Irregular
Wenzel was the only member tionally delivered when Miss vinced that Johnny was under- was aptly done and where it Mohilizer and an Irregular
of
“ your
. . the
. . cast
. . . that... obtained
. . . the
. ,Wenzel said, ...
.. poor. 'ole going an internal conflict. His was very poorly rendered.
Soldier, wore their trench
Irish dialect with lhe rhythmic mother was thinking only of line delivery was basically! Robert Herron, in the role of coats well.

'Juno' Cast Adequate but
Lacks Depth in Performance

I

Exchange Program Fosters
Better Foreign Relations

CONTRIBUTOR
DEADLINE
Copy deadline for the Con
tributor is April 1. Manu
scripts may be turned in to
any member of the board.
A manuscript should be
typewritten and d o u b l e
spaced. The writer’s name
should be placed on the low
er right corner of the title
page. Poetry, essays, short
stories, sketches, critical es
says and plays are being ac
cepted f o r consideration.
Members of the board are:
Editors Dave Jones and Ed
Rubovits; and Helen Casper,
Russ Evans, Phil Homes,
Raymond Meyer and Dotty
Patterson. The Spring issue
will contain the winning en
tries of the English depart
ment prizes.

Student
exchange
is no “ psy-,-- --—
.
.........
.... .
chological wonder drug” for United States, economic and
world problems, no sure-fire social development of other naweapon against the spread of tions. The applicants themCommunism.
selves, on the other hand, are
But exchange of persons pro- primarily personally oriented
grams do advance knowledge toward definite a c a d e m i c
They are a positive long-range achievement and professional
factor in better relations be- development.”
tween the United States and Whatever the emphasis of
other countries.
program sponsors, the fundaThis view is presented in mental goal must be educa“ The Goals of Student Ex- t*°n. A satisfactory educational
change, an Anaiysis of goals experience for each exchange
of Programs for Foreign Stu is essential to the achievement
dents” , published today by the of any subsidiary goal of either
Committee on Educational In }he exchangee or the sponsor,
terchange Policy, 1 East 67 Thus, understanding and liking
street, New York city.
^°r the United States become a
The 15-page booklet attempts secondary objective of
exto identify and analyze the change p r o g r a m s ,
be st
goals and purposes of the var- achieved through i n d i r e c t
ious agencies in the United nneans.
States which sponsor foreign "Belief that exchange of perstudents coming to this coun- sons programs yre one of the
try, and of the foreign students ,r>ost effective ways of sending
Beta Theta chapter of Alpha
themselves. It assesses the knowledge where it is most
aims of American-supported needed, and of creating new Chi Omega is planning a re
exchange programs for foreign knowledge which can benefit ception in honor of its twentystudents and discusses the rea a^ ’ *s a f*rm and valid founda- fifth anniversary. The recep
sonableness of these aims.
,‘on uP°n which to plan and
tion will be held Tuesday,
According to the committee suPP°rl them. I he report conreport, “ Future support for in- linues, “The broad social and March 29 from 7:30 to 9 o’
terchange of scholars will de- Polit»cal goals of exchange pro- clock in the evening in the
pend upon honest evaluation of Srams — creating internation- Wriston room of the Worces
the results of such programs. al understanding, developing ter Art center. They have in
rI he exchange movement will la\orable attitudes of nations
vited all the faculty and stu
ultimately be endangered by Ioua,fl
t nited States —
setting for it unrealistic or im- tan
attained but they must dents to attend.
be
recognized
as long range
aaiuic guaia.
~
possible
goals.”
K D s P la n S c o t c h H o p
The Committee on Educa- a
indirect,
tional Interchange P o l i c y .
, e
A f t e r D a n c e F e s t iv a l
which authored the text, was u i» s to Model Spring
lloot mon! Tonight is the
established by the Institute of f a s h i o n s f o r B e n e f i t
night for the Kappa Me Delta
in t e r n a t io n a l E d u c a tio n in 1954
as an independent policy com- Saturday, March 19. Delta Scotch Hop! The dance will be
mittee. Its purpose is to exam- Gamma sorority is sponsoring at the union after the Folk
ine selected problems in the the Spring Dream style show, Dance festival and all students
field of educational interchange
fashions by Bee Frank. It are welcome. Plaid-clad chap
and to formulate overall poli-,w*|^ he held in the Memorial erons will be Mr. and Mrs.
cies in those areas where im-iun‘on from 2 to 4 o clock, and Lewis Bateman, Miss Dorritt
partial guidance seems to be refreshments will be served aft- Friedlander, and Mr. Jeb Stew
art. Entertainment will be fur
needed.
er ^ e showing.
“ The Goals of Student Ex- tickets will be on sale by nished by the Kappa Delta lass
change” is the first paper pub- Friday, March 11. lhe price is es as well as John Harmon and
lished by the committee. The
cents. Money earned from the Delt trio.
committee is composed
of lh's style show will go to the
newspaper men, social scien-V.e tfl Gamma national project, F o r d II P l a n s A i d t o
tists and educators.
Sight Conservation and Aid to R a i s e F a c u l t y S a l a r i e s
The primary purposes of any(t h B 1 ,nd.
The Ford foundation has set
in t e r n a t io n a l
e d u c a tio n a l
ex-L T he
s p r in g fa sh io n s to
aside
$50 million to help pri
c h a n g e sh o u ld be e d u c a tio n .!
P resented w ill in c lu d e «\After a n a ly z in g the go als of e r y th .n g fr o m fo r m a ls to pa- vate colleges and universities
raise their faculty salaries.
s tu d e n ts a n d spo nsors the com [ J T , 00,
.1 ° B,e rm u d H
Henry Ford II recently an
nounced
this project after a
" " “ " I T
"• J 1
- ? . nPC 3 5 S S Anderson!" “
Z
foundation’s
• ~ m
un„
cyntma meeting of the
i v * ul *1* nj *game,
» '“e. tieien
Helen mniarn,
Bullard, Cynthia
groups exphasize first broad *
Caro,p Johnson
Inn* trustees. Institutions to receive
social goals: international un- Ra •
Dronnie Van Uxem the money will be selected aft
dem anding, friendship for the— ^^ stpwar| Susa„ Smykaj er a special advisory commit
and Kay Young. Robin Mc tee, still to be chosen, makes
its recommendations.
Graw will be the narrator.
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W hy do more
college men and
*

women smoke

VICEROYS

Alpha Chi's Mark
25th Anniversary

PI Phi's Plan
Turn-About Party

Hey girls, the time is almost
here! The Pi Phi Turnabout
dance will be Saturday eve
ning from nine to twelve
o'clock in the Terrace room of
the union. The gals will be able
to bring their best beaus deck-j
ed in their new sweaters and
skirts. That’s right, the boys
will be girls and the girls will
be boys. Music will be provid
ed for dancing and refresh
ments will be served.

T R Y TH IS . . . .
Ice C r e a m

SPECIAL of th e

M onth

Butterscotch Fudge Sundae . . . 23c
Also 6

............................ $ 1 . 0 0
H a m b u r g e r s ...............
Cob Fore Extro

SPUDNUT

SHOP

T h c Law rentian 3

than any other
filter cigarette?
BECAUSE ONLY VICEROY GIVES
YOU A PU RE, N O N -M IN ER A L,
NON-TOXIC FILTER WITH
20,000 FILTER TRAPS
IN EV ER Y FILTER TIP!
1

Yes, only Viceroy has this filter composed of 20,006
9 tiny filter traps. You cannot obtain the same filtering
action in any other cigarette.
Besides being non-mineral and non-toxic, this cello*
lose-acetate filter never shreds or crumbles.

2 .

3.

The Viceroy filter wasn't Just whipped up and rushed
to market to meet the new and skyrocketing demand
for filtered cigarettes. Viceroy pioneered. Started
research more than 20 years ago to create the pnr§
and perfect filter.

4.
5.

Smokers en masse report that filtered Viceroys have
a finer flavor even than cigarettes without filter*.
Rich, satisfying, yet pleasantly mild.
Viceroy draws so easily that you wouldn't know,
without looking, that it even had a filter tft). . . and
Viceroys cost only a penny or two more than ciga
rettes without filters!

That's why more college men and women smoke VICEROYS
than any other filter cigarette . . . that’s why VICEROY is the
largest-selling filter cigarette in the world!

A lu m n i A ssociation
Plans C onvocation
At the recent meeting of the
Lawrence Alumni association,
the representatives of the alum 
ni discussed their future con
vocation, reunion, and night af
fair honoring the retiring pro
fessors. Nominees were chosen
for the Board of Trustees and
the Board of Directors.
W’ayne W’endland, one of thc
student representatives, report
ed on the relationship between
the alumni and the student
body on other campuses.
The next meeting will be held
April 5 at 4:30 in the Music
room of the union. According
to W illiam Burton, alumni di
rector, all students are invited
to attend.

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
"W e

Se r v e

to

satisfy"

3 1 8 E. C o l l e g e A v e n u e

FRANK

BILL

20,000 TINY
FILTER T R A P S . . .
plus Richer, Smoother Flavor

6 T h c Law rentian
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Century Club
Honors Heselton
For 135 Wins
Coach Bernie Heselton, Vik
ing football mentor, lias been
named an award winner and
member of Bike Web Century
club for his record of 135 vic-

Four key men in Coach Art Denney's plans for the
Midwest conference indoor and outdoor track cam paigns
ore Doug Hagen, Gary W inske, Bruce Kapitzke, and
Dick Bundies Hagen will handle the m ile and two mile
chores for the Vikes while W inske will perform in the

athletic teams yj
have won 100
or more con
Heselton
tests in
any
sport.
William Matthei, coach at
Hay View High school, Milwau
kee, received the first award.
He qualified by coaching cross
country teams that had won
more than 100 meets.
Matthei originally suggested
Century
quarter mile and javelin throw. Kapitzke and Bundies I the idea of the
club
in
a
letter
to
a
monthly
will run in both the high and low hurdle events for Law
(sports magazine edited by Arch
rence. The Vikes go into action again on M arch 26,
Ward.
when they play host to Ripon in an indoor meet at Alex
It was Matthei’s hope that
ander gym.
isome unknown coach who had
|done an outstanding job in
school sports might get a justly
USF Plans Discussion
type of recognition.
President Douglas M. Knight Heselton has compiled a brilwill lead the informal discus- l*ant football record while at
Sion for the United Student Fcl- H ‘ wrencc. bri"Ki"S home to
Lawrence seven Midwest conlowship group which will meet lerence titles. Bernie has alSunday, M arch 20. The discus- ways had his Vikings gridmen
sion will begin promptly at Vfighting for the title as his recond place. However, their time
at the ord of first-division finishes
of 2:31.3 was too slow and
will show. During the 1954
Coach Denny’s men failed to consregalional church. A
,, so- c
ign> thc v ikes compiled
place in the nine team compe-cial hour will follow the dis- a
* « 2 record which was
was good
t it ion.
cussion.
for second place in the league

Vike Tracksters Travel to
Chicago, Milwaukee Meets
Cindermen Fail to Place in
Midwest Conference Competition

Coach Art Dennv’* trackmen
sixtli w ith
V ere able to garner only I k I.aw rence took
points at the annual I Diversi their 71 point total.
Hear Ye! Hear Ye!
ty ot Chicago and Midwest con On the following night Coach
This seems to be the year
ference indoor ‘ rack meet held Denny took his Vike relay team for firsts, especially for Hie
at the universitv’s field house up to Milwaukee to compete in uppcrclass men. This time
last Friday night The Vikings’ the college relay section of the North House, that yellow
two mile rela> team placed Milwaukee Journal Belays,
shack behind the Chapel, is
second while the distance med- Lawrence’s team made up of the candidate for primal hon
ley took a fourth place and the “ Sal " Cianciola, Dwight Peter- ors. Having just been revital
sprint medley quartet took a son, Doug Hagen and anchored ized on the inside ithe out
W ith the end of interfratcr-------------------------—
filth in the competition. Tom by Gary
Winske competed side is still hoping!), the in nity bowling, basketball, and »*hletic schedule, and badminKlingbiel took a fifth place in against Wheaton college of li habitants have condescended ping pong. the annual race for ,wn to complete, the standings
the broadjump to round out the linois and Ripon college in their to present an Open House,
are as follows:
section of the race’ Wheaton, complete with refreshments the Supremacy Cup standing
Scoring for the Vikes
1. R c U T h r U Pi
HI !.*
Lawrence's two-mile relay coached by tiil Dodds, former served by imported female has knotted up considerably.
I*hi IlH ta Tlirta
lX .lt
team
composed
of ( buck holder of the world's indoor friends. The date for this oc
The Sig Eps, sparked by the 3. I’hi K appa Tau
Merry, Mike Simonds, IMiil record for the mile, proved to casion of occasions is Sun consistent rolling of Don Jor I. Itr ll Tail O rlla
.vrt.x
Weber, and Doug Hagen ran In* too fleet footed for the Vikes day, March 20 . You may call
in.)
I. N iim i I*Ii i I psilaii
a distant second to tlie Uni and took first place in the heat. any time between the hours genson, Dick Bundies, Don Erd
man, and Keith Schimke, ran 5et DateS for Tennis,
versity of Chicago quartet Lawrence did manage to out of 3 and f» o’clock.
which shaved a full ten sec distance Bipon to capture secoff with thc bowling crown,
u
onds off of the meet record.
beating the Phi Taus and t h e ® 0 " Intram ural Play
The Vikes waged an exciting
Betas, who placed second and The winter intra-mural produel with Cornell’s two-mile
third
to the wire.
gram is beginning to give way
team for second place in the
The
Phi
Taus,
led
by
basketto
the onrush of spring sports,
race. l>oug Hagen, running
anchor man for Lawrence fi
'ball star Pat Barret, and Ilel- All college bowling and ch*»ss
nally managed to overtake
mut
Muehlhauser
s w e p t are the two remaining winter
the Kant's fourth runner to
S.il ( iaueiola was the onl\ points and John Musser of through
the
interfraternity events to be run off with goli
give the Vikes second place I aw rence player given a berth (Grinnell was voted into the othping-pong schedule t,.
to cop first anc* tennis heading the spring
and four points,
oil the. 19;»a
Midwest
All-C
onfer.. forward
c .
. . spot.
list.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
er
Klingbiel, a sopho m o r e, enee basketball squad picked
place honors. In a rough-tum- n,. ,
*
*
Ihe first week after spring
brought
jumped 20 feet 5\ inches for
by a vote of This P«st season
f
struggle for second
and vacation has been tentatively
his fifth place effort in the
I c a g u e a close the college careers ° ‘ third place, the Phi Delts, Sig set up for bowling. Students
broadjump. The sprint medley tp ir
coaches.
three of the most outstanding p ps an(j the Delts, all tied for interested in men's singles and
team made up of Hagen, KlingCian
doubles or in mixed doubles
• guards in Midwest conference „ ________________ ,
biel. Mike Simonds. and Dwight
tied with Dave history, Slocum and Bosenblum 1 e runner*uP *Pot;Nvi|, be able to sign -up in the
Peterson were behind all of the
Eitienne of Coe of Carleton and Pete Kovacs of
Badminton is now being play- L nion Main hall and in the
way and took a fifth place. The
for a guard po- Monmouth. They all
began ed with a close battle
ex- dorms,
distance medley team fared a
sition on the playing as freshmen hack
In pected between the Phi.Delts The time is still to be arrang
little better and took a fourth
second loam. 1951- W. thc only season in and the Betas
ed for the all college chess tourplace in their race. Peterson,
Ihe coaches which freshmen were eligible By virtue of the fine showing nament
Simonds, Weber, and Merry
were in
al-for varsity competition. For the of the previous bottom teams
anfj ^onn|s are t|lc two
simply could not match strides
most
perfect la^t four yearsMhey have run in the interfraternity league. iead off sports for snr;n« Ten
with the fast-moving Chicago
Cianciola
agreement on 1 -2-3 in the balloting for
thc the standings have tightened nis is slated for May 19. K'
20 and
team which set a new meet their first five choices. A total All-Conference teams,
up so that a win by the bottom 21 w ith golf on May 24.
record in this event.
of 18 points (two for a first The first and second place team, with the first place team
Chicago, perennial victor in team ballot; one for a second teams in the conference are as failing to score would result in
tin' meet, took first place team ballot) was an unanimous follows:
the cellar dwellers’ vault into
PLACEMENT
again with 79* points. Cor choic e and the lowest total any h k s i i i \m
the lead.
INTERVIEWS
— O lrk III uhtW rr ( ( • r n r l l )
nell college finished second first team member received II ’—
At the present time,
but
Jo h n Mii>»rr. ( i r in a r l l l
Monday, March 21 — Pure
with 42 points and stamped was 16 points.
( — It.in ( i i |\»n (C o rn e ll)
probably not for long, the Betas
Oil
.— L a u rlr si or u in i ( t r l r l t n i
itself as the team to beat in
Center Don Carlson of
the «<•—
are
in
the
top
spot
with
a
total
Trip kn\ar* ' M o n m o u th )
Tuesday,
March 22 — Marthe oncoming Midwest con championship Cornell team and 81 ( o \ n I I \M
of 812 5 points. In the second
athon corporation
ference outdoor track season. guard Laurie Slocum of second- I — K ogrr liiM n u « s rn i H m m n m h )
spot are the Phi Delts with
R ic h a rd C ro w l
C irtnnrlO
Factory Insurance assoCarleton was third scoring 3?) place Carleton were unanimous II —
733.3 points, followed closely by
— I r v M ik k rU o n <*l. O laf*
ciation
points followed by Cfinncll choices. Dick Brubaker.
the Phi Taus w ith a 687.5 total.
Cor (• — H ow ie R n * rn h lu tn I I i r l r i t n )
Friday, March 25 — StanI * ( I \\C IO I V vl aM
with 12. Coe placed fifth with nell forward, and Pete Kovacs, (. -(r tIIn r\KI
With track, softball, qolf, and
rt
dard Oil
7 and two-thirds point % while Monmouth guard, received 17 (>— |»a \ f I l l r n n r ( C t t ) .
tennis left on the interfraternity

Betas Lead in Cup Race
As Contest Nears End

Cianciola A w a rd e d Berth
On 1955 Conference Squad

After the Gun

federal income tax bill. Similar

Bar Association to legislation proposals in the past
Submit Tuition Tax were based on a plan of mak-
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With Hagen and Morris
,
ing the cost of tuition and fees other costs, such as rooin,
deductible from income. The board, and travel, are covered
Ah! Sweet spring, breathe monds’ three halves in one E x e m p t i o n P l o n
A bill which would give par- " ew P1" 11 about , t0 be imr0' |" par' by ,l h!
^ d u c 'io n
the coaches of the sundry win night, more than enough for
ter sports around Alexander any man. . . .first appear Mils «f college students a re ' ul od by several congressmen now allowed lor . dependent
this year is believed to be bet-by income tax law. A ceiling of
gym in unison. On the whole ance of the Vike team in the duction in their in,..,.,,.
ter since it provides identical $450 for each student would he
payments and
it was a not too successful Journal games.
benefits to all taxpayers and is placed on the amount of tax
snow season for the Vikes, fin- Finally,"in retrospect, a look
People get a college ed^ u i a r TdTanta*ge
to credit allowed under the bill.
ishing sixth in basketball, in-at the coaches. . . .Each of
, U^ ° dl‘C" d ‘" those in low income brackets.IThus, that portion of any tuidoor track, and swimming, and them put out more than any
L« KphinH
The new bill limits the tax tion charge above $1500 per
seventh in wrestling. However, member of any team for the
‘
•
credit to tuition and education year would not count in any
it could have been worse and school, in trying to do just a P1*?01n’
° 'f a l l
«.t h fres on the assumption t h a t furtli
further tax credit.
the blue and white squads put little more for their boys to get ale alumni board about 18
on a great show for all those them in a little better position mV"ths ago
J
,
,
who could
pull themselves to represent Lawrence. . . .!
proposed
legislation
away from the books, beers, Bernie Heselton’s pulling Ibra- wou,d £rant an ineomc t a x
etc., to witness the proceed- ham llazimah out of the li- crertit of 30 per ccnt of lhe. tu*'
ings.
brary to suit up for the Ripon j'on eharges or educational
Now is as good a time as meet. . . .Coach Anderson’s
s
students above
any to reflect on some of ability to keep team morale at ,fie *'velfth grade. Rased on a
outstanding performances, in a high point even though the ft)rmula suggested by the resone way or another, that oe- squad failed to win a meet all <”utlons committee of t h e
eurred during the last couple year. . . .who can forget the Taxation section of the Ameri
of months . . . .WRESTLING Sprowl - engineered upsets of can Bar association, it would
. . .failure of the colorful, Carleton and St. Olaf. . . . provide the same benefits to
all tax payers supporting colcrowd pleasing .“ pin twins
Coach
Denney’s
marvelous
Hon Spilger and Bob Mere- ability to remain good natured,
students, regardless of
dith to report, which made after losing Capelle, Smith, and th<,,r » ' v o m * s
Assuming a charge of $500
coach Heselton
wonder if Winske, almost.
for
tuition or education fees,
To all the coaches and all
I.awrence was tough enough
the taxpayer would d e d u c t
to have wrestling as a sport the lads who put in their
$150. or 30 per cent, from his
. . . .the grim tenacity of time in adequate representa
308 §. College Ave.
such men as Bach, Hall, tion of the blue and white this standings with the rise in
423 W. College Ave.
Clay, and Cappetta, which winter, goes applause for a temperature.
AFTSee you next week.
reaffirmed Bernie’s faith. . . . good show during the snow
Walt Bredeson’s underesti and a fond hope for a rise in ER THE GUN.
mation of the 320 behemouth
from Ripon. . . .
SWIMMING. . . Soph Rolf
Dehmel’s excellent job. . . .
Bob Kuelthau’s frustration at
seeing the lead he struggled for
so valiantly go down the drain
because Lawrence did not have
the manpower to adequately
man the 300 yard relay team
. . . .the losing of seven sprint
W H A T ’S T H I S ? For solution see
races by co-captain Jim Schlick
paragraph below. Droodle suggested
by a combined total of not
by Robert Bordole, University of Florida;
more than four feet. . . .
BASKETBAI.I...............Dick
Gast, hopelessly out of posi
tion even to hit the backboard
with the basketball sucking
opponent after opponent into
fouling him. . . . S t r e t c h
Hart’s beautiful one hander
from ten feet out against
Steven’s Point at Lawrence
in a return game. . .the jump
P Y IA M ID BUILT I f
M A I S H U ’ IN C H I N I S I H A B I R O A S H I IY
shots of another great soph,
C> A Z Y M IX ID - U P P H A R A O H
Hopcr ticach Pierson
Hal Homann. . . .Cianciola’s
IVoyo* t.duards
University of Virginia
Teton A. A M.
three steals of the ball and a
like number of intercepted
passes while guarding Mon
mouth’s great ball player,
Pete Kovacs. . . .
The hustling, bustling play of
lUike Gahagan. . . Bob Negronida’s excellent faking on a
layup shot while on the road
at Carleton, and tremendous
strength. . . .the rats abandon
ing what they thought was a
sinking ship. . . .
ENJOY YOURSELF to the hilt whenever you smoke.
INDOOR TRACK. . . .fail
Simply light up a Lucky and get Luckies’ famous bet
ure of any of the cinder men
U P P IR SUNN ( U N M O M L O W IR B U N K
to score a single point down
W O M A N W ITH L A R G I M A I N I I O N H A I
V A IL IN G IN T O M A N H O l l
ter taste. Luckies taste better for good reasons. First
at Naperville. . . .surprise
N ancy Collin*
Maxine Swaitto
Unifernty of Vermont
showing of the two mile re
UnueiHtl\ol lJennsyltxinio
of all, Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, that
lay team at the conference
Indoor meet. . . .Mike Si- tobacco is toasted to taste better. “ It's Toast e d the

£tm *7in

STEP RIGHT UP FOR LUCKY DROODIES!

£

famous Lucky Strike process—tones up Luckies’ light,
mild, good-tasting tobacco to make it taste even better.
Now for the Droodle above, titled: Better-tasting
Lucky smoke puffed by modern sculptor. Make a
£JEt>-

monumental discovery. Next time you buy cigarettes,

„**.. ►w»'v.

try the better-tasting cigarette . . . Lucky Strike.
DHOOUI L8. Copyright 1*1) by Ro*«t Prlc*

NON-CONFORMIST RAINDROP

Jana Haley
Washington University

"Belteataste Luckies...
You Con See

MURPHY'S

LUCKIES
TASTE BETTER

CHECKER BOARD

CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER!

That He
Eats at

LU N C H
<£ A. 1.

Co.

P R O D U C T

OP

COLLEGE SMOKERS
PREFER LUCKIES!
Luckies lead all other brands in
colleges—and by a wide marginaccording to an exhaustive, coastto-coast college survey. The No.
1 reason: Luckies taste better.

i/ A * jf m t u c & n , J u ta jc c o - £ c n y u i.> ^

C i g a w e t t e s

A m e rica * l e a d in g m a n u f a c t u r e r op c io a n e t t b s

T
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barf...

from the editorial board

BARF by Harry Clark
bubbled, “ You don't
under
Mark Twain used to say,
stand.
I
wasn’t
offering
you
“ It’s easy to quit smoking. I ’ve
done it m y s e lf o n e - 1 w as a s k in g to r on e " 1
Since the amendment was hundr e d s of saw my chance. I took out my
Money, money, money is the cry of the 21 campus organ- passed in the second election
times.” Now' last pack of cigarets, made
was called by the SEC
iaztions financially dependent on the SEC' budget. “We
of course he Sure there was indeed just one
.
, ...
..
,, last Thursday, the new election
should get more, claims the yeaibook, because after all, procedure will apply this yearJ
U’s SnotUleas8y cigaret ,eft in U’ and gave U
*
it a r n i . u to him. My hint failed. He only
each student should have something to bring him those The deadline for petitions has
quit smok- lQok Qut ^ -t m (j went back
»»’to be today so that the petitions!
*
•
. ___ ___ »*
But n o t
fond lemembiances of gay college day .
’ be processed and presented to
for the^eason t0 his Pogo- Ah wel1’ I d find
t h i n k someone else. But later. Just
Aries the ink-stained representative from the campus the SEC this Monday March
I
i'
r.
.. if now a11 lhe walking was makScandal sheet, “we should have more because every stuAhey will be voted on at
9 "
'
..th e meeting next M o n d a y , !
you w i£ th e s e
™ sle^ ’ A”d ’
I ___I had been up quite early. So
dent should know the most about the latest.” 'lhen a tall March 28. This accelerated
Barf
events:
I walked the block to the apart
burlv fellow weighing 230 pounds stands up. Slowly he process has to be adopted so
The Great Adventure be ment and went back to bed.
gan
last
Sunday. I rose
begins to .peak ‘ I represent the Lets Be Friendly With
I woke up at four in the
Our Neighbors Club. We are planning a trip to Milwaukee
Therefore any of you who bright and early. (That was afternoon. I was hungry,
the first marvel.) My break
to attend the national convention of the N B B .” Everyone are interested in any of the fast was delicious. (That was which was to be expected.
Is impressed but no one asks what the N BB is and of positions should get your ap- the second: Normally I am But I wasn't hungry for a
which was not what
Course he neglects to inform them what it stands for the plications in to me at the never hungry in the morning. cigaret,
1 had expected. I mused
National Brotherhood of Boozers Our speaker concludes.
to- F o r various reasons, of about it all the way to the
The weather was Union: “ But Mark Twain im 
4‘All this educational trip will cost is $69.69.
And so the day. if you wish to apply for course.)
delightful; the breeze was plied . . .” But I couldn’t fig
financial wheel spins and spins and every once in a while any chairm anships,, you soft and
touched w i t h
the little pedal behind the counter is pushed and someone should write out an appiica- warmth, the air was brisk ure it out. And since I didn’t
see much of anyone until
wins or loses.
tion statinK the i° b y°u are but invigorating, with juicy Monday, it’s taken me this
Such was the case with the Contributor. Apparently it
what "q L u k a U o n i smells of roasting Sunday long to figure out what he
dinners wafting occasionally meant.
Is not in house rules to win twice in a row because the vou fee, vou have#
to my newly-liberated sense
What he meant was this: It
booklet was allowed only 40 per cent more to publish two This column will be used of smell. In fact, it was al
issues this year. Last year only one issue was published throughout the year when eith- together a remarkable day to is easy to quit smoking. As he
himself says, “ I ’ve done it hun
which was an exception to the general policy of the Con- er
as y°ur president, or be alive and sniff infe. From dreds of times.” But this is
force of habit f wandered only true under one condition:
trihutor. This year’s editors agreed to put out two issues ^ ^ ^ s o m f m a U ^ r T h a t V e over
to the fraternity house.
although they have a proportionally smaller amount of wish t0 bring to your attention As I entered the door I was That there be no one around to
tell you how hard it is to quit
money.
or discuss with you. it will not accosted by one <>f my good* smoking. Monday I mentioned
The first issue has certainly indicated the worthiness necessarily appear weekly but time-friends. He looked bad. to a few people that I had to
of the publication as well as the quality of its editors. only when the need for it “Cigaret?” he s a i d . “ No quit smoking. Before long peo
thanks” , I said. “ No, No” , he ple I'd never met were coming
With a capable board, as it has this year, it is easy to
realize and

president

ILESL

work published.
potently handled. I am looking good year for Lawrence stuThe opportunity for winning this support is here Next forward to serving as y o u r dent government.
Dave Challoner
year the expense of the New Student Week Committee will president in the coming year.
probably be borne by the administration. In effect, this
would mean about $100 more for the other groups. It is
1
quite likely that all 20 will claim a need for it, but which
will get it? The Contributor definitely needs this financial
assistance, and its editors have already proved themselves
Open Letter to Lawrentians irentians have been afforded.
worthy of receiving it.
•These groups sponsor church

Even worse were the ones
who started to recount stories
of their own bouts with the
weed. Lurid detail was piled
on lurid detail. This one had
chewed gum, that one cough
drops; this one had had eye
trouble, that one had gained
forty pounds. And one had
lasted two weeks, one seven
Perhaps this letter is long services and group discussions; days, and one had lasted only
fro m the editorial b o a rd
overdue, perhaps it is unneces- provide and conduct weekly a few hours. It was begin
sary; in either case, we of your v esper services, and in some ning to get me. “ How long
L ,
Il# . „ _ . . .
’ i / . i.'
_
SCA have feU the need for such c#geg (lai|V nuirmn(_. Chapel; will I last? After smoking for
t l U r r y
Il S f / m o
a letter of explanation through ancj master-mind the various eight years, howf long can I
Iwhich we hope to inform you religious-emphasis weeks. How stand going without? Ohh,
Through the expedient of taking the polls to the voter, of the situation in which we find many of these activities are Ohh. . .” And I began to feel
the amendment to the constitution of the SEC has finally the S( A
. . , open to us here at Lawrence? my first and second fingers
- At one time, wc understand. --Thc
churches 0f----the community
----------------„ twitch
been approved. Our thanks is hereby given to the per
the Lawrence sc A was a fairly an(j ^ 1C r l C 0 ffer all of these
Then I met up w ith the last
sistent people who served us the tasty morsel on a silver active body. As you know, this (except the two which the SCA straws: two girls who were
platter which we were too lazy to dish up for ourselves.
*S .not^ lXac;t!r* ^ 104 ca.se a!,^ l,!..s* sponsors) and the possibility for “ going to help m e.” They put
The amendment sounds gpod; but whether or not it will ent. The SCA at present has cveM morc
all their cigarets away when
We serve as
Unlike many fields, this is they, saw me coming. Then
be successful depends upon us. All students planning but two
. . functions.
, ,
4
.
e
...
..
® a point of reference on campus
to apply tor committee chairmanships or SEC offices must for any affairs that might con- not one in which competition they forgot and lit up right in
would be an advantage to front of me and blew smoke in
have their letters ol application in to Dave Challoner, cern us which are not under those concerned. Consequent my face, all the time asking
Dwight Peterson, Nancy Brice, or Joan Bernthal today, the RIC, and we conduct the ly, the SCA has decided to me how I could stand it. I
Friday, March 18. There are plenty of people at Lawrence Sunday evening \espers each follow a rather simple plan of couldn't. And I can’t. If any
w eek
operation to round out the one talks to me about cigarets
qualified for these jobs. If you are one of them, don’t
Your SCA has been con religious life of the Lawrence and-or quitting, for at least a
just think about it hand in your application NOW!
trasted to similar groups on community.
month. I’ll kill him. Dead. On
other college campuses which
First, we will continue to the spot. Then I ’ll cremate his
provide an active, vital pro serve as a point of reference body and scatter the ashes mygram of religious activity, on campus for such business self. And that's my last word
and in such a contrast, the as may be considered not under on the subject. Or almost. My
SCA appears to be shirking the local churches or the RLC. last is this:
its duty. At times in this Secondly. Vespers will be held
Any one want to buy a cigprocess, your SCA has emerg every Sunday evening at 7 o’- aret lighter — cheap?
ed in a somewhat more favor clock i n the Presbyterian-------------------- ---—
able light, but only when church. This service will bc
compared to groups which over at 7:30, alllowing the var-1
are either dead or dying. In ions denominational groups to
all fairness, we should like hold their meetings at an early i t |Pru bylei sahr e de x ce ev pe tr y v awceaet iko nd* u rbiyn g t hteh e L acwo -l .
to look at the conditions sur hour.
r e n lla n B o a rd of C o n t r o l o f L a w r e n c o
rounding these comparisons,
In addition, beginning this C oEl lnetgeer e d A ap»p l es et ocno n d Wcilas cso* n smi na t t e r . S e p 
perhaps justifying our pres week, the sanctuary of the t e m b e r to. If»l0. a t t h e p o « t o f f i c e a t
W is c o n s in , u n d e r t h e a c t o f
ent and future existence.
Presbyterian church will be MA pa pr cl eht oS,n , IH1!».
P r in te d b y th e P o s t P u b 
In looking over the situations open from 7:30 to 11 o’clock l i s h i n g c o m p a n y , A p p l e t o n , W i s c o n s i n .
S
u
b
s
c
r
i
p
t
i
o
n
r
a
in those colleges in which we for any who may desire a • I t l n e r s e m e s tteers a r e S'*.50 p e r y e a r
find active and vital religious place for quiet, personal E D I T O R - I N - C H I E F
. . H e le n C a s p e r
Phone
t KM
groups, we find the colleges in meditation. Appropriate m u
B U S IN E S S M A N A G K R . .
K av Bayer
situations quite unlike our own. sic will be provided through
P h o n e S-9IMI1
Here in Appleton we are for out this period.
M A N A G I N G E D I T O R . G e o r g e K r e ilin g
U S IN E S S
tunate to have churches which This is our proposed plan and A SMSAI SNTAAGNFTR B.................
J0Mn I » v r u d
......... . J o h n
are interested in college stu- the reasoning behind it. We wel- new ^ cr ed it o r s .‘
Kathy Ramer
dents and, thus, they provide us come any suggestions which
*nd •*th*rd iioiieran
with more than enough oppor-you may have for improving SPORTS C0*«D|T«*s #niDJ#,m Sifru
.. S u s a n S m v k a l
tunities to participate in reli- our operation and thank you for F E A T U R E E D I T O R
C U L A T IO N M A N A G E R
gious activities.
'your kind indulgence, hoping C I R....................................................
L y le
D e lw ic h e
The truly active groups in that you will avail yourself of C o p y E d i t o r ...................
C a t h y M a jo r
R
e
p
o
r
t
i
n
g
S
t
a
f
f
.
.
.
.
B
a
r
b
a
r
a
A
n de rso n,
other colleges are those which the opportunities afforded by
J a c k ie
A nde rso n,
B arb ara
B e n n e tt,
n » .« • .
, . . *.
^
find themselves in a community the SCA and your own church.*
A la n M a n s k e .
I think we d better give Smith here some special often- where there are few or no op-,
Sincerely. C a r t o o n i s t * ...................................... J i m P e t r i *
Ja c k S chrad e r
V
a,,,* er* %
•■n
t i o i ."
Iportunities such as we Lawf1 our a t A P h o t o g r a p h e r . . . . , , , , , ............
Di
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